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Criminal Propaganda of Omission. The West and its Terrorist Proxies do not Seek Peace in
Syria

By Mark Taliano, March 03, 2018

A  significant  strategy  employed  is  to  fabricate  stories  that  omit  core  facts  that  would
otherwise negate the intended messaging, whose sole purpose is to advance terrorism and
wars of aggression – the Supreme International Crime.

Syria’s New Srebrenica in the Making

By Stephen Karganovic, March 03, 2018
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Does the comical gullibility of the Western public have any bounds? Disregarding all the
previous false alarms and thoroughly debunked psyop false flag operations designed to pin
genocidal misconduct on the Syrian government of President Bashar al-Asad in order to
produce a rationale for full scale intervention in Syria, the Western propaganda machine is
now being reactivated, hoping to finally score where previously it had failed miserably.

The U.S. Is a Failed State

By Paul Yesse, March 02, 2018

The U.S. cannot and will not protect its citizens against attacks by violent armed assailants,
especially  as  politicians  are  being bought  off by  gun manufacturers  and the National  Rifle
Association.

The U.S.  will  not provide jobs or a living wage to a significant proportion of  its  population,
especially youth and racial minorities.

The Children of Syria. The West in Highly Complicit in War Crimes

By Peter Koenig, March 02, 2018

The US are setting up a series of permanent illegal, uninvited bases in northern Syria,
deploying some 30,000 mostly mercenary type soldiers, commanding the US trained and
armed 50,000 strong Kurdish so-called People’s Protection Unit, or YPG, as well as newly
trained,  funded and armed ISIS fighters  –  all  aiming at  taking over  one third of  the Syrian
territory – the beginning of a balkanization of Syria, and with the ultimate goal of ‘regime
change’ – the goal that has never changed – removing Bashar al Assad, the legitimate
democratically elected President of Syria.

Putin’s State of the Union Reveals Russian Superiority in Nuclear Weapons Technology

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, March 02, 2018

In his speech Putin revealed the existence of new Russian nuclear weapons that make it
indisputably clear that Russia has vast nuclear superiority over the United States and its
pathetic NATO vassal states.

In  view  of  the  Russian  capabilities,  it  is  not  clear  that  the  US  any  longer  qualifies  as  a
superpower.
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No Matter What the Western Propaganda Says, Chinese Democracy Is Alive and Well!

By Andre Vltchek, March 03, 2018

New huge wave of ‘China bashing’ is once again rolling from Europe and North America. Its
water  is  filthy  and  murky.  It  tries  to  smear  everything  about  the  present  Chinese  system:
from its  own and unique democratic  model,  to  its  leadership,  as  well  as  the political,
economic and social system.
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